Dear Editor,
Macrobiomolecules such as proteins, RNA and DNA can coalesce into liquid-like condensates via liquid-liquid phase separation (LLPS) (Shin and Brangwynne, 2017; Banani et al., 2017; . Phase-separated condensates, also called bodies, granules or membraneless compartments, have many functions, including temporal and spatial control of signaling and biochemical reactions, storage of essential cytoplasmic components for cell survival under stress conditions, and triaging of toxic proteins for degradation (Shin and Brangwynne, 2017; Banani et al., 2017; .
Protein LLPS is driven by multivalent weak interactions conferred by modular domains or intrinsically disordered regions (IDRs) (Shin and Brangwynne, 2017; Banani et al., 2017) . RNA, either alone or compounded with RNA-binding proteins, also coalesces into liquid-like condensates, such as RNA foci formed by repeat-containing RNAs, stress granules (SGs) and germline granules (Jain and Vale, 2017; . Phase separation is modulated by the composition and concentration of key molecules and also by post-translational modifications (PTMs) that regulate protein-protein or protein-RNA interaction strengths, including phosphorylation, methylation, acylation and ubiquitination (Banani et al., 2017; Shin and Brangwynne, 2017) . Protein condensates with liquid properties gradually transition into gel-like and eventually into solid aggregates (Banani et al., 2017; Shin and Brangwynne, 2017) . The biophysical properties of protein condensates specify their distinct functions under physiological conditions .
Polycomb group (PcG) proteins mediate repression of genes related to development and cell fate determination, such as HOX genes (Gellon and McGinnis, 1998; Vidal and Starowicz, 2017) . Loss of function of PcG proteins causes widespread ectopic expression of HOX genes, resulting in homeotic transformations (Gellon and McGinnis, 1998; Vidal and Starowicz, 2017) . PcG proteins form liquid-like condensates on target gene loci in the nucleus, transforming these regions into transcriptionally silenced heterochromatin (Tatavosian et al., 2019) . SOP-2 acts as the C. elegans functional counterpart of the PRC1 complex to regulate HOX gene expression (Zhang et al., 2003) . Loss of sop-2 activity leads to ectopic expression of HOX genes and massive homeotic transformations (Zhang et al., 2003) . SOP-2 forms distinct nuclear bodies that appear to be essential for its role in HOX gene repression (Zhang et al., 2003; Zhang et al., 2004a; Zhang et al., 2004b) .
We investigated the mechanism by which SOP-2 bodies are assembled. SOP-2::GFP forms distinct spherical structures in the nucleus (Fig. 1A ). Fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) experiments were performed to examine the internal mobility of SOP-2 bodies. The intensity of the GFP signal quickly recovered to about 48% within 20 s after photobleaching ( Fig. 1B and 1C ), indicating that SOP-2 proteins in the condensates are highly mobile. Next we examined whether SOP-2 undergoes LLPS in vitro . SOP-2 contains an IDR region and a SAM domain ( Fig. 1D ). We were unable to obtain full-length SOP-2 with high purity. The IDR region of SOP-2 (referred to as SOP-2(IDR) hereafter) underwent LLPS upon addition of 10% PEG-8000 (Figs. 1E, S1A and S1B). SOP-2(IDR) droplets became larger as the protein concentration increased ( Fig. S1C and S1D). FRAP assays showed that the molecules inside SOP-2(IDR) droplets were highly mobile ( Fig. 1F and 1G ). SOP-2(IDR) droplets underwent extensive fusion ( Fig. S1E ) and also showed a wetting phenotype on glass slides (Fig. S1F ). Formation of SOP-2(IDR) droplets was sensitive to high salt ( Fig. S1G -J). SOP-2(IDR) droplets underwent transition over time. In FRAP assays, the recovery rate of the fluorescence signal dramatically slowed down as the droplet induction time was extended ( Fig. S1K-M) . After induction for 20 min, SOP-2(IDR) droplets rarely fused together upon encounter ( Fig. S1N ). Thus, SOP-2(IDR) droplets transition into gel-like structures over time. In living animals, SOP-2(IDR)::GFP concentrated into large patches in nuclei (Fig. S1O) .
The SAM domain mediates oligomerization that is important for the function and formation of SOP-2 bodies in vivo (Qiao and Bowie, 2005; Zhang et al., 2003) . SOP-2 (IDR&SAM), containing both IDR and SAM domains of SOP- Compared to SOP-2(IDR) droplets, the SOP-2(IDR&SAM) droplets were smaller, and their formation was also more resistant to high salt (Figs. 1H, 1I and S2C). FRAP assays showed that the internal mobility of SOP-2(IDR&SAM) droplets was significantly decreased compared to SOP-2(IDR) droplets (Figs. 1F, 1G and S2D). The C. elegans mutant sop-2(bx91) carries a P633S mutation in the SAM domain, which impairs oligomerization of SOP-2 (Zhang et al., 2003) ( Fig. 1D ). Mutant SOP-2(IDR&SAM, P633S) droplets were larger in size and showed higher mobility in FRAP assays than SOP-2(IDR&SAM) droplets (Figs. 1F-I and S2D). This suggests that SAM domain-mediated oligomerization is important for specifying the biophysical properties of condensates. SOP-2(IDR&SAM)::GFP formed distinct puncta in the nucleus in living animals. When the P633S mutation was introduced, the puncta were still visible, but a diffuse GFP signal was also seen in the nucleus (Fig. S2E and S2F) . SOP-2 binds RNA non-selectively (Zhang et al., 2004a) . Deletion of the RNA-binding regions affects the number and size of SOP-2 bodies in C. elegans (Zhang et al., 2004a) . Co-addition of RNA enlarged the size of SOP-2(IDR) and SOP-2(IDR&SAM) droplets (Figs. 1J, 1K, S3A and S3B) . FRAP assays showed that co-addition of RNA increased the mobility in SOP-2(IDR) droplets formed immediately after LLPS induction (Figs. 1L, 1M and S3C), while decreasing the mobility in droplets formed 15 min after induction (Figs. 1N, 1O and S3D). Fifteen minutes after induction, SOP-2(IDR) droplets were spherical, while SOP-2(IDR)/RNA droplets became irregularly shaped ( Fig. S3E and S3F) , indicating slow relaxation of SOP-2(IDR)/RNA droplets after fusion. Thus, RNA promotes gelation of the droplets. Cellular ATP has been shown to act as a biological hydrotrope (Patel et al., 2017) . We found that addition of ATP increased the dynamics of the droplets formed by SOP-2(IDR) with or without RNA in the reaction (Figs. S1K-M, S3D, S3G and S3H).
SOP-2 is post-translationally modified by SUMO, which also modulates the formation and functions of SOP-2 bodies (Zhang et al., 2004b) . We performed in vitro sumoylation assays to determine the residues in SOP-2 that are modified (Flotho et al., 2012) . SOP-2 contains three putative sumoylation sites, K73, K453 and K594 ( Fig. 2A) . Wild-type SOP-2 and SOP-2(IDR) were sumoylated in in vitro modification assays ( Fig. 2B and S4A ). Single mutation of K453R and K594R, but not K73R, impaired sumoylation of SOP-2 ( Figs. 2B and S4A) . The K453R K594R double mutation further reduced the level of sumoylated SOP-2 (Figs. 2B and S4A), indicating that K453 and K594 of SOP-2 are sumoylated. To examine the effect of sumoylation on LLPS of SOP-2, sumoylated SOP-2(IDR&SAM) and SOP-2(IDR) proteins were subjected to LLPS induction. Droplets formed by sumoylated SOP-2(IDR&SAM) and SOP-2(IDR) were larger in size and more abundant than droplets formed by unmodified proteins (Figs. 2C-E and S4B-D). Sedimentation assays revealed that sumoylated SOP-2(IDR&SAM) and SOP-2(IDR) proteins partitioned into phase-separated droplets (Figs. 2F, S4E and S4F) . FRAP assays showed that the internal mobility of SOP-2(IDR&SAM) and SOP-2(IDR) droplets was slightly increased after sumoylation (Figs. 2G, 2H, S4G-J). Thus, sumoylation promotes LLPS of SOP-2.
b Figure. 1. SOP-2 undergoes liquid-liquid phase separation.
(A) Expression of SOP-2::GFP in C. elegans hypodermal cells at the young adult stage. SOP-2::GFP localizes in the nucleus and forms spherical structures (marked by red arrow head). The differential interference contrast (DIC) image of the animal is shown on the right. (B and C) FRAP analysis of the SOP-2:: GFP signal of the spherical structures in the nucleus of a hypodermal cell in a wild-type animal (B). Quantification of the FRAP data is shown as mean ± SEM (n = 3) in (C). The Y axis represents the fractional recovery, which refers to the fraction of the difference between the intensity before and right after the bleaching. the IDR of SOP-2, droplets formed by sumoylated SOP-2 (IDR K453R K594R) were still larger in size and more dynamic compared to the non-modified protein (Fig. S4B -D and S4G-I). In living animals, compared to wild-type SOP-2:: GFP, SOP-2(K453R K594R)::GFP bodies were smaller and also displayed a more diffuse GFP signal ( Fig. 2I-K) .
In conclusion, we showed here that the C. elegans PcG protein SOP-2 undergoes LLPS. The IDR region mediates LLPS of SOP-2, which is modulated by post-translational sumoylation. Oligomerization mediated by the SAM domain accelerates gelation of SOP-2 condensates. RNAs promote LLPS of RNA-binding proteins (Shin and Brangwynne, 2017; Banani et al., 2017) . Concentration of specific target mRNAs has also been shown to impact the viscosity and dynamics of droplets formed by the RNA-binding protein Whi3 with a polyQ expansion (Zhang et al., 2015) . Our results show that RNAs initially facilitate LLPS and then promote gelation of SOP-2(IDR) droplets. The physiological relevance of the dual function of RNAs in the formation of SOP-2 bodies remains unknown. Repression of HOX genes by SOP-2 may involve multiple steps. RNAs first promote formation of SOP-2 bodies and then reduce their dynamic properties; these changes may be related to the ability of SOP-2 bodies to repress gene expression. Other factors such as ATP and chaperon-like proteins may also modulate the formation and properties of SOP-2 bodies in vivo. Our study indicates that oligomerization, post-translational modification and RNA binding modulate LLPS of IDR-containing proteins and also specify the biophysical properties of protein condensates.
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